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SOME CONSEGUENC.ES OF CHARGE INDEPENDENCE 

FOR STRANGE-PARTICLE REACTIONS 

David Feldman* 

~adiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley9 California 

September 8 0 1955 

ABSTRACT 

The implications of isotopic-spin conservation for fast strange

particle reactions, especially the production processes as well as the K

particle interactions with nuclei, have been investigatedo The possibility of 

distinguishing the Gell-MannR Pais0 and Sca.lam-Polkinghorne theories of 

strange particles is also discussedo 

* . On leave durmg the summer of 1955 from the Department of Physics9 

University of Rochester~.~ Rochester 0 New York 
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Gell-Mann1" 2 has recently proposed a theory of strange particles 

which accounts for their stability and copious production in terms of a new 

cc-nl"!e:.pt0 viz. I) the conservation of strangeness. A brief statement of this 

proposal0 expressed in te~ms that can be readily adapted to our S\.'.baequent 

discussion. can be given in the following wayo 

We introduce two charge spaces 0 labeled by 11 and 12.9 respectivelyo 

of which the first is the usual isotopic spin space. We then postulat~ that the 

va~. ~.us elementary particles (hyperons and mesons) carry intrinsi..; angular 

mo:m~nta ! 1 and !z in these spaces and so can be characterized by the eigen

values of the operators 11
2• Ilz& 12

2
, Izz• provided the latter qua.ntities are 

consc.rved in the presence of the strong interactions (those couplings respon

sible for the production. of tr mesonfi and strange particles)., 

In Gell-Mann's scheme9 it is supposed that the strong interactions 

are invariant with respect to arbitrary rotatio~s in 11-epacel) but only with 

respect to rotations about the z-axie in 12-space; accordingly0 for this case~> 

110 llzP and Izz are good quantum numbers. The conllervation of 11z ancllzzo 

which takes place even in the presence of eleftromagnetic interactionso implies 

that charge is conserved~ since the charge Q of a particle is given by the rela

tion 

. n 
0 = 11z + 1zz + '! .~> (1) 

where n = 19 OP and -1 for fermions 8 bosons 0 and antifermions, respectively~ 

The "strangeness" quantum number S is directly related to Izz by the equality 

S = 21 ., Upon introduction of the weak interaction.s 11 which account for the in-z 
stability of the strange particles8 Ilz and lzz (and hence S) are no longer 

separately conserved. 

IMo Gell-Mann9 Phys. Revo 92Q 833 (1953); also a paper entitled "The Inter
pretation of the New Particles as Displaced Charge MultipJ.ets~ 11 in press., 

2
M., Gell-Mann and Ao Pais 11 Proceedings of the 1954 Glasgow Conference 
(Pergamon Press 0 Londonv 1955)0 Po 342" 
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A trivial vadation of the Gell-Mann scheme can now be obtained by 

uaingo in place of Eqo (1 )e the following definition for the charge: 

(2) 

0 
1~ and 12 are related by the equation -z z 

(3) 

Upon introducing a new strangeness quantum number 5
1 = 21., 

0 
v we notice 

"z 
that0 whereas the "ordinary" particles {Ducleons (~ and '11' meson-;] are char-

acterized in the original Gell-Mann formulation by strangeness S = 00 we now 

have S' = 1 and 0 for fZ and 1r0 respectively.. In Table 19 we have listed the 

assignments of 1111 12z 9 and 12z' 11 for the various types of elementaryparticleso 

u. 

A generalization of Gell-Mann's scheme can be obtained by postulating 

invariance of the strong interactions under arbitrary rotations in both I spaces 11 

independently., This is essentially the result contained in Pais's theoryo Zo 3 

However 9 there are two ways of proceeding with this generalizations depending 

upon which of the two definitions of charge Kt) or (ZU is adopteclt, and the 

distinction· between the resultant classifications of the elementary particles is 

no longer triviaL Pais's original theory is based on Eqo (1); the variation of 

this theory that is obtained from Eq., (2) was given recently by S..:t.lam and 

Polkinghorne (referred to henceforth as SP)., 4 

The magnitude of the intrinsic spin in 12.-space will now be a good 

quantum number., If we denote this quantity by 12 or 12 ' e according to whether 

the charge is defined by Eqo (1) or Eq., (2} 11 and we assume that 12 and x2• take 

on the minimal values allowed by Table 10 we obtain the assignments of --1uantum 

3 Ao P~is, Proc~ N~tn Acado Scio 40, 484 (1954); Proceedings of the Fifth Annual 
Rochester. Conference0 19559 Po Til. 

4 .. -~, d 
,~ ... ) :.-,c.w.am an' Jo C,, Polldnghorne0 Nuovo Cimento z., 685 {{1955}:: 
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numbers given in Table II .. 
5 

It will be noticed thatv whereas the Gell-Mann 

scheme deals with displaced charge multiplets 0 the essential feature of Pais's 

theory is that one now has double multipletso 

Ill, 

As is well known0 the assumption that the 7L- '7l and 'II' - 'ninteractions 

.are charge-independent (or 0 equivalenUy" conserve isotopic spin) leads to im-

1 . f . . 1 . . d 1 6-B I th "'1• • portant re atlons or reactlons 1nvo v1ng p:~.ons an nuc eons~ n e ""eor1es 

of s·~·~ange particles 0 we may expect analogous restrictions to appe~:~: when only 

strong interactions are involved. 

The situation is now somewhat more complicated0 however o So far 

as the implications of the conservation of ordinary isotopic spin are concerned- .. 

we also refer to this symmetry property as charge independence of the first 

kind or CI1--the results will clearly be the same for all three schemes--Gell

Mann~~ Paisa SP o In the Pais and SP theoriesa we have also to deal with the 

conservation of isotopic spin in 12 space9 i., e., 0 with charge independence of the 

second kind (CI2)o One has therefore!) in principlee a means of distinguishing 

all three classification schemes from one anothero 

An essential question which needs to be considered at this point0 

howevero is this: How is one to reconcile CI2 with the facts that Pais's for~ 

mulation contains too many particles, some of which are multiply charged0 and 

that SP assign '7L and ::=:; 0 with widely differing masses, to the same double 

multiplet? To answer this question. we assume~> first0 with Pais, that the 

superfluous particles that appear in his scheme are sufficiently massive so 

5
sP (Reference 4) distinguish between the 9 and.,. meson by making the 
assignments It = 1/29 I2 1 = 1/2 and I1 = 0 0 I2° = 1 for these two particles~> 
respectivelyo Howevere the observation of the production mechanism 
1L+ 'll-7L+ 1; +"''by Po S ... Goel and K .. Ao Noelakantan (see the Report on 
the Pis a Conference by R. E, Mar shake NYO- 713811 unpublished) would seem 
to preclude this assignment for t..lJ.e 7 mesono. Accordingly0 following Gell
Mann and Pais9 we treat the 9 and.,. meson on an equal footingo 

6 
' Ko M. Watson" Phys. Revo 859 852 (1952.)o 

7 -
Van H'ove~ MarshakG and Pa.is 0 Phys. Rev. ~8 1211 (1952); Lo Van Hove11 

NY0-37040 1952. 
8 

D., Feldman0 Physo Revo 890 1159 (1953). 

t 
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t:1at they decay quicldy (in other words 0 the mass degeneracy with respect to 

I., is supposed to be lifted)o Secondly0 we will conjecture that the interactions 
~z . 

that give rise to the mass differences that now appear in both the Pais and SP 

theories do not alter appreciably the charge-independent character of the inter

particle forces at the energies under consideration (these interactions may be 

witb. fields of very heavy quanta0 say)o 

Hence9 it will be assumed that CI2 is still applicable" in the usual 

wc.y0 to reactions involving strange particles0 except that one must take notice 

of t.hG fact that the matrix elements depend explicitly on the masses of the in

coming and outgoing particleso A comparison of a set of reactions that are 

related by Clz but whose outgoing products 11 say0 do not have corresponding 

masses is then impossible (except at energies that are sufficiently high so as 

to render the mass differences negligible) unless one knows the functional form 

of the matrix elements for the various isotopic spin eigenstates involvedo 

The arguments of the preceding paragraphs are 9 of course9 highly 

speculative and have clearly been introduced so as to provide some plausibility 

for the retention of Iz as a good quantum number in the Pais and SP proposals, 

For. otherwise, the generalizations inherent in the latter theories do not 

constitute any improvement over the Gell-M-ann schemeo 

IVo 

We have examined the implications of CI1 and Clz for all possible 

strange-particle reactions in which one has an incident pion, nucleon9 or K 

particle impinging on a target nucleon or deuteron0 subject only to the limita

tion that no more than three particles shall emerge in any reactiono The results 

are tabulated in Tables W to Vlo The consequences of CI1 for some of the reac

tions listed have been studied previously by several authors. lo 9-ll 

The constraints imposed by charge independence take the form of 

equalities and inequalities which relate the differential cross sections for 

reactions that differ from one another solely in the assignment of 11z (or I2z) 

9 lOT., Do Lee 0 Physo Revo 99, 337 (1955)o _ 
So Gasiorowicz" "Isotop;:c-Spin Conservation inK Interactions with Nuclear 
Matteru" University of California Ra.diation Laboratory Report Noo UCRL-

1130749. 1955o 
Case 0 Karplusv andY .:mge Phys., Revo (in p1·ess)o 
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to the particles involved" Clearly11 reactions for which one can deduce relations 

in the form of equalities are to be preferred as a test of charge independence., 

For such rea.ctions0 one can generally also derive weaker. relations in the form 

of L:tequalitiesa some of which have been noted in the footnotes to t'~.~ Tableso 

All the relations given in the T.:~.bles are applicable to reactions involving either 

polc:,:r1.zed or unpolarized particles" They are also valid when applied to total 

cross sections except that some relations may be lost (one can thenll for 
. . . - o + - c . -"'o - + exaxnple" no longer d1stmgu1Sh K P__,/\ 'IT w from K P-,., \ 11 w ); one must 

alp-.~ ·:;Jxercise the customary care in defining total cross sections v,.t;.~;n identical 

paxtides are emitted., 

The symmetry property that we have denoted by CI1 also i .. rnpliesl) aa 

a special caseq invariance under rotations through 180° about the x-axisl) say0 

in Il space (charge symmetry of the first kind or csl )o For the sake of brevHyD 

we·have not listed reactions that are related by cs1 only; these are quite familiar 

and are readily recognizedo On the other handp we have not ignored the implica

tions of CS2; indeed0 most of the relations deduced for Pa.ises theory and ae

cribed to CI2 are equally correct under the less stringent re 1_uirement of cs2 o 

Vo 

We conclude this note with several miscellaneous remarkso 

(1 )o The implications of CI1 and CI2 for strange-particle reactions 

are valid even if the K-particle beams contain 'f mesons. The only precaution 

that needs to be observed is that the proportion of such T mesons to be found 

among incident K particles must be kept constant for a series of comparable 

reactions. 

(2). The equalities that are implied by CI
1 

all have the form of 

Watson~ s relation0 
6 which may be phrased in the following way. Suppose we 

have a proton or charged K particle incident on a target nucleon which is 0 

with equal probabilitya a neutron or a protonc 12 and consider a set of reactions 

that are identical with one another except for the Ilz assignment of the target 

and outgoing particles. Then0 denoting by v+, v _o and v0 the number of positive 0 

TZMore generally9 the state of the target must be isotr·opic in isotopic spin space; 
the t<u:get can therefore also be Dn .H.e4Q G" etc" 
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t . d 1 ( ~ . 1 13) . d . . 1' d nega tve. an neutra 11' mesons or "' partu: es em1tte :mto a g1ven so 1. 

angle0 we have 

v + v = 2 v0 ., + - (4) 

While the utilit·y of these relations with respect to E particles may 

well be limited (because of the difficulty in distinguishing I:0 from 1\ 0 h this 

is not the case for 1r mesons. A test of the validity of CI1 for. str<H,ge particles 

can '!bus be made by counting the charged and neutx·al 1r mesons e;;r3.tted in the 

absorption of K- particles that have been brought to rest in D. 14 

(3)o Although we have assumed specifically that the target nucleus is 

'fL- or D9 our results dealing with the implications of CI 1 can be readily generalized 

so as to be applicable to the use of other light nuclei as targets., Thus 9 by way 

of examplev in every reaction in which we have a deuteron target andanucleon 

or deutex-Qn appearing as one of the reaction products, we can make the re

placement D~He 4~ P--;.He3
9 N__,.H\ the utility of K- -He 4 reactions as a 

test of CI1 has recently been noted by Lee., 9 

(4)., Perhaps the simplest test of CI2 in Pais's theory would consist 

of a comparison of the elastic scatteTing of K+ and K- mesons by self-conjugate 

nuclei()) eo g. 0 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

the equality of the two cross sections is actually based on cs1 and cs2 fr'able 

VI (5~ " As has already been noted0 a test of the various inequalities that are 

listed for the SP theory would have to be performed at energies high enough so 

0 These are the only two species of elementary particles that are assigned 

1 I& spin unity in 11 -space o 

The only reactions that are then energetically capable of produ.ci11g 1r mesons 
.;;,re those listed in Table IV (14 and 15) and I<- D~/I.ON 1r+ 1T-v etco; for the 
latter case 0 there are two equalities similar to those give11 in Table IV (15)o · 
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as to render the /l-t=::masa difference unin1portant0 except for reactions (3) 

and (4) of Table VI for whicha curiously enough0 the implications are the same 

in both the Pais and SP theoriesp 

It is a pleasure to thank Dro David L. Judd and the Theoretical Group 

of the Radiation Laboratory., University of Californiatt for their. kine!. hospitality 

during the summer of 1955., 

Tli:l work was performed- under the auspices of the Uo S~ .Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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Table I 

Classification of elementary particles according to the 
Gell-Mann scheme 

Particle 11 12z 12z 
I 

Hyperons: 'IL 1/2 0 1/2. 

A 0 -1/2 0 

:E 1 -1/2 0 
,......, 

1/2 -1/2 ....... -1 

Mesons: 11' 1 0 0 

K 1/2 1/2 1/2 

K 1/2 -1/2 ·-1/2 

Table II 

Classification of elementary particles according to 
Pais and Sa.lam-Polkinghorne 

Particle 11 Iz I Q 
2 

Hyperons: n 1/2 0 1/2(*) 

A 0 1/2 0 

:E 1 1/2 0 
...__, 

1/2 1 1/2(*) -
Mesons: 'IT 1 0 0 

Ko K 1/2 1/2 1/2 

*Since Yl and Z bear the same quantum numbers in the SP 

theory9 they are assigned to the same double multip1eto 
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Table Ill 

Implications of CI1 for w -720 w - D and '!l-71_0 JL_- D reactions 

Reaction 

'lf+P---?>I:+K+ 

1r -P~I:OKO 

____,I:~K+ 

,/p~J\oK+ 11'+ 

1r-P~/\ oKo11o 

--t/\oK+,..-

~+P-4I:+K+ w0 

----ti:+Kow + 

___,.I:oK+ 1r + 

1r -P~E+K01r-

~I:oK+11'-

~I:oKo1ro 

~2:-K+11'o 

~I:-Ko11'+ 

,..+p~p K+Ko 

w-P~P K°K-

-----lN K + K-

~NK°K0 

+p . ~oK+K+ 11' ~t-1 0 

1r+D~P l::+Ko 

~p :I;oK+ 

~N l:+K+ 

etco 

Relation 

A(a" Zb~ c) ~ o(*) 

A(all Zb0 c) ~ 0 

(**) A(Za0 b(' Zc) ~ 0 

Sd.me as 4 

- . J "'--· --- •• .,......._..,... _____ 

7a p? ----;.? 1\ OK+ 

b NP~P/\°K0 

c --:>N A°K+ 
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Table Ill (Cont. ) 

Reaction Relation 

8a PP~PI:+Ko 

L __.._.pI: OK+ 

c ~N:E+K+ 

J NP~Pl:°K0 a+c+e+f= Z.(b+d+g)(+) 

'· ~PI:-K+ 
~· 

!' --+Nl:+Ko 

g ---4-Nl:°K+ 

9a PP~DK+Ko 

b NP~DK°K0 

c ~K+l<-

!Oa PD~Dl:+Ko 
a = lb 

b ~DI:°K+ 

* We use the notation ~(a0 b 11 c)~ 0 to denote the three triangular in-

1. ti' 1/Z. + bl/Z. 1/Z. ..... 0 bl/Z. + 1/Z. 1/Z. .... 0 1/Z. + e qua 1 e s a - c ~ o c - a ? 0 c 
a l/Z. - bl/Z. > Oo 

**There is also an equality relating the eight cross sections., which is 

of the form of. a phase relationship., 7 This equality is lost0 however 11 

when one deals with unpolarized particlesa 8 

+ There are also inequalities for this case9 eo go 0 ~(a9 2.b0 c) > 00 etc c. 
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Table IV 

Implications of CI1 for K - /Z and K - D reactions 

la 

b 

c 

d 

Reaction 

- 0 0 K P~t\ f.r. 

K- N~A0w-

____,:E 0 1l' 0 

~-,..+ 

K- N --"TP w-

e ~:E-w0 

3a K- P ---7/\0 1r +'iT-

b 

c 

d 

e 

4a K- N~K- N 

b K- P--lK- P 

C .--,.K0 N 

Sa · K- P___,.:E+ w0 w-

b 

c 

d 

e 

g 

h 

i 

j 

k 

m 

---l" :E + 11'- Tr 0 

-?>:Eotr+ '!1'-

~:Eonowo 

~:E0n-rl 

- 0 + -+:.t 'il" 'IT 

K- N --7E+ w- 'If-

~:E011'01T

~:Eo1r-wo 

- + ----?'}:; 11' '1'1' 

-4::E-11'0lTO 

----7-I;- tl'- Tr + 

Relation 

a + c + e = 2.(b + d) 

a+c+d = 2.(b+~>(*) 

Same as 2 

a+b+f+g+h+k+R+m = 2(c+d+e+i+j) 

b+c+e+f+h+j+k+m = 2.(a+d+g+i+£) 

a.+c+e+g+h+i+k+m = 2(b+d+f+j+f.) 
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Table IV. (Conto ) 

_,..·--·-
Reaction Relation 

6a - --o K N--4-N11' K o etc. Same as 81) Table III(**) 

7a 

Sa 

Or 
~_.~ 

b 

c 

lOa 

lla 

lZa 

13a 

b 

14a 

b 

15a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

16a 

b 

c 

17a 

b 

18a 

b 

- 0~ K N~K ,.:... 0 etc .. 

- ~- ... + K N t=-s1FK.; etc,. 

K-.P~°K+K-
~AoKog:o 

K"'N~~K°K"' 

K+ N---+/\°K°K+o etco 

K"' N~K0I:-~9 
... 
etc~ 

K+ P--7'K+I:+K0
1) etc .. 

K- D ---+I:0 N 

~-p 

K- D~A0Nw0 

~f\op,..· 

K"' D---+I:+N11' ... 

~Op1r"' 

~oN1ro 

----+z:"'p1r0 

~I:-N1r+ 

- -K D~PNK 

~NPK -
---+N N K0 

- - 0 K D.~DK 11' 

~DK01r-

K- D~Aoi:oKo 

---)~1:.-K+ 

Same as 4 

Same as Se Table III 

Same as 9 

Same as 81) Table lll 

Same as 8 11 T dble Ill 

Za = b(l!) 

Za = b(l} 

a+ d + e = Z(b + c) 

a+b+e = Z(c+d)(+) 

K**) A(a0 b., c)~ 0 

Za = b 

19a K: D--,>I:+K_o~-1) etc, Same as 15 
~Oa K D _ ___,p '"::1 K ll etc~. Same as 16

11 
:lu~ There also exists for this case an ine'iuality9 vizo Q A(ao 4bv c) ~ O. 
_,_ Similar relations are obt~ined when K particles are used as projectileso 
I These relations imply the equality b = dv which has been given by Lee; 9 

one has also the inequalities Al_a,) 4cQ e} ?- 0,. 
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Table V 

Implications of Clz for 11' .'1!-9 11' - D and /1- flr1 '72 - D reactions 

Reaction Relation 

Pais SP 

la .J'L~ '7lKK 

b ~llKK 
c ___, ::;1{ K 

Za. wD ____, D K K a = b 
b ~DKK 

3a 1L7L~DKK 
b )DKK a = b 
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Table VI 

====--~·-===========================-========::::::::: 
Implications of CI2 for K - 7l and K - D reactions ------ _________ _, _ __,., ________ .. ~ ___ _....... __ ~-~ ... -----~·.-................. -... "'----· -----

Reaction Relation 

----------~-----------------------~--------

Pais SP 

l?. K 7L ~!<'fl., 
b K /l--) K '1L-- a = b 

c ~K~ 

2a K '/l ~K'fl 'IT 

b Kfl~KnTr Same as 1 

c ---;)-K ;::_:: Tr 

3a K 'lz,----'~>1\K K 

b K'tl.~AK K 

c ----4\K K 

4a K'/1-7:E K K 

b K'JL~:EK K Same as 3 

c _ _____, :E K K 

5a KD~KD 
a = b 

~ -
b KD~KD 

6a K D~fl.JLK 

b K D~7t7lK 

c ~';;K 
a ::: b 

d -----r~]z, K 

7a K D --:.D K w 
a = b 

b K D ----7D K 11 

(. 




